INSPECTION REPORT
Empori-yum
Titan Student Union

Inspector: Scott Bourdon
Inspection Date: September 19, 2005
Type of Facility: Prepackaged Food Market
Grade: A

Major Deficiencies

No major deficiencies were observed.

Minor Deficiencies

1 Point: Provide adequate thermometers, gauges, and chemical test kits. The reach-in cooler did not have a thermometer.

1 Point: Store items 6 inches above the floor to reduce hiding spots for vermin and for easy access during cleaning. Bottled water containers were sitting on the ground.

1 Point: The wall to the left of the cash register has a hole. Repair the hole to prevent areas for pests and vermin to hide.

Other Observations

Copy of Recent Inspection Report Available? Yes
Notice of Inspection Posted? Yes
Reach-in Cooler Temperature: 43°

I declare that I have received and examined a copy of this inspection Report.

Print Name and Title: CHARLES KISSEL, DIRECTOR TITAN SHOPS
Signature: [Signature] Date: 26 Sep 05